### Approved Ergonomics Products – Ergonomic Mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Goldtouch Wireless Mouse               | Gtm-100w   | - medium size optical mouse  
- symmetrical design for right or left-hand use  
- wireless, PC/Mac compatible                                                                                                               |       | $45.00 |
| BakkerElkhuizen PRF Wireless Mouse     | Bneprf101  | - medium size optical mouse  
- symmetrical design for right or left-hand use  
- mouse puts less stress on the wrist and lower arm                                                                                         |       | $79.99 |
| Contour Unimouse right-hand wireless   | Unimouse-R-WL | - fully adjustable designed to perfectly fit any hand  
- adjustable hinge (from 35-70 degrees)  
- articulating thumb support (length, width, angle)  
- mouse is held in neutral “handshake” position                                                                                          |       | $79.00 |
| Contour Unimouse left-hand wireless    | Unimouse-L-WL | - fully adjustable designed to perfectly fit any hand  
- adjustable hinge (from 35-70 degrees)  
- articulating thumb support (length, width, angle)  
- mouse is held in neutral “handshake” position                                                                                         |       | $79.00 |
| Evoluent Vertical Mouse 4 - right-hand wireless | Kov-VM4R | - wireless with auto scroll bar and auto click features  
- PC, Mac, Unix compatible  
- integrated adjustable laser sensor and speed indicator  
- easy to reach, programmable dual thumb buttons  
- eliminates forearm twisting                                                                                                                |       | $110.00|
| Evoluent Vertical Mouse 4 - left-hand wireless | Kov-VM4L | - wireless with auto scroll bar and auto click features  
- PC, Mac, Unix compatible  
- integrated adjustable laser sensor and speed indicator  
- easy to reach, programmable dual thumb buttons  
- eliminates forearm twisting                                                                                                                |       | $110.00|
| Evoluent Vertical Mouse 4 - right-hand Wireless Small | VM4SWR | - wireless with auto scroll bar and auto click features  
- PC, Mac, Unix compatible  
- integrated adjustable laser sensor and speed indicator  
- easy to reach, programmable dual thumb buttons  
- eliminates forearm twisting                                                                                                                |       | $110.00|
| Evoluent Vertical Mouse 4 - left-hand Wireless Small | VM4SWL | - wireless with auto scroll bar and auto click features  
- PC, Mac, Unix compatible  
- integrated adjustable laser sensor and speed indicator  
- easy to reach, programmable dual thumb buttons  
- eliminates forearm twisting                                                                                                                |       | $110.00|
| Contour Rollermouse Red Plus           | RM-RED-PlusWL | - designed to sit in front of your keyboard  
- reduces unnecessary muscle activity in arms, neck and shoulders  
- roller bar can be used ambidextrously to control cursor                                                                                      |       | $265.00|
| Contour Rollermouse Red Plus with Palm Support+ | RM-RED-Plus Palm SupportWL | - designed to sit in front of your keyboard  
- reduces unnecessary muscle activity in arms, neck and shoulders  
- roller bar can be used ambidextrously to control cursor  
- expanded palm rest for better support                                                                                                       |       | $285.00|
| DXT 2 compact ambidextrous ergonomic mouse | PD7DXT | - the DXT 2 promotes a neutral wrist posture while allowing the hand to work with a light touch  
- fingertip hold providing precision cursor control.  
- it is the only compact ambidextrous ergonomic mouse designed to use the precision movements of the hand |       | $81.00  |